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PREFACE

Under the Federal Railroad Administration's (FRA) Track Safety Research

Program, the Transportation Systems Center (TSC) is conducting research to

develop the engineering basis for more effective track safety guidelines

and specifications. The intent of these specifications is to ensure safe

train operations while allowing the industry maximum flexibility for

cost-effective track engineering and maintenance practices.

One of the major safety issues currently under investigation under this

program deals with track buckling. The work reported here is part of this

investigation and deals with the analytical prediction of critical buckling

loads and temperatures of continuous welded rail (CWR) tracks in the

presence of vehicle induced loads. Earlier activities under this program

entailed analytic and experimental investigations of the static buckling

phenomenon.
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SUMMARY

The increased utilization of continuous welded rail (CWR) in U.S.

railroad tracks has resulted in an increasing number of accidents

attributable to derailments induced by thermal buckling of railroad tracks.

In an effort to improve the safety of CWR, experimental and analytic

investigations are being conducted by the Transportation Systems Center

(TSC) supporting the safety mission of the Federal Railroad Administration

(FRA). This report describes a part of these investigations dealing with

the influence of vehicles on thermal stability of tracks with continuous

welded rails and presents results applicable for improved safety, design

and maintenance practices.

In this report, principal factors which cause reduction in the lateral

resistance of CWR tracks in the presence of vehicles have been identified

and quantified theoretically. Buckling response has been determined for

tangent and curved tracks under different vehicles including a GP38-2

locomotive and a typical hopper car.

The effect of track vertical stiffness, the coefficient of friction,

the influence of single axle and truck L/V, and the effect of truck center

spacing on the dynamic buckling strength of CWR track phave been studied.

The dynamic buckling and the safe temperature increase results are compared

with corresponding values obtained from the static theory (without

vehicles). It is shown that for tangent tracks, the dynamic buckling

temperatures can be significantly reduced for long cars, but the safe

temperature is not appreciably affected. However, for curved tracks with

low lateral re~istance, buckling can occur progressively in the presence of

vehicles. Such tracks statically (without vehicles) may be stable, but may

dynamically manifest a progressive response characteristic (i.e. no safe

and buckling temperature values). Based on the results of the dynamic

buckling analyses, it is concluded that:

Preceding page blank xiii



1. Vehicle induced influences (such as L/V's and uplift between

trucks of long cars) are important in stability analyses and

buckling safety considerations.

2. In addition to requirements on allowable safe temperatures and

on the control of neutral temperature variation to reduce the

potential for buckling. proper safety criteria must include

requirements on the dynamic buckling temperature values in order

to safeguard against progressive buckling.

xiv



1. INTRODUCTION

Thermal buckling of track with continuous welded rails (CWR) has long

been a major safety problem for the railroads and the research community.

In the United States, the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) is

concerned with the development of the performance based safety specifica

tions for CWR, in order to reduce the numbers of derailments due to thermal

buckling. The Transportation Systems Center (TSC) has been supporting the

FRA in the development of guidelines and recommendations for improved

safety of CWR operations as well as other relevant safety issues.

The research conducted by TSC on track buckling has covered the

following major topics:

o Development of a static theory for the prediction of

crit:ical forces and temperatures. The theory assumed that

there are no vehicle loads on the track and that the track

inertial effects are not important. The buckling plane is

considered to be either vertical or horizontal. The

horizontal buckling is considered to be more important,

although in some situations a three-dimensional mode may

also be possible. For a given lateral imperfection, and

prescribed lateral and longitudinal resistances, the

lateral static stability theory yields a response curve as

shown in Figure L Cri tical points on this curve are the

buckling temperature increase, ~ TE, and the safe

temperature increase, ~TS. Early investigations on the

safe temperature increase predictions for tangent tracks

*by Kerr are available in [1] and subsequent studies on

the buckling temperature increase concept for tangent and

curved tracks by Samavedam [2].

* Numbers in brackets denote references

1
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o Experimental verification of the static theory. The

lateral stability theory has been experimentally verified

by recent tests [3]. The tests were conducted on a

mainline tangent track and 5 degree curved track in June

1981, on the Southern Railway. The rails were heated by

passing electric current generated by two GP38-2

locomotives. The test segments were instrumented with

strain gages, temperature transducers and longitudinal and

lateral displacement transducers. The measured

compressive forces, the buckling temperatures and the

displacements were compared with the theoretical

predictions. Good agreements between the static theory

and the experiment have been obtained as indicated in [3].

o Parametric studies using the static theory. Parametric

studies have been performed and the results for buckling

and safe temperature increase have been plotted in

graphical forms for a range of parameters [4]. The

parameters considered are:

o Lateral resistance
o Longitudinal resistance
o Lateral misalignments (amplitude and wavelength)
o End stiffness
o Length of heated track (finite)
o Rail size

A summary of recent investigations of CWR track lateral stability and

relevant issues on safety standards in terms of the 6TS concept is

presented in [5].

The effect of moving vehicles on track lateral stability has not been

dealt with so far in the United States, mainly because of the need to

validate the simpler static theories before the complex vehicle interaction

mechanisms could be sensibly introduced in the analysis. In many European

railroad organizations, however, researchers were long concerned with the

vehicle induced load effect on CWR track behavior, even before the

development of a rational static buckling theory. For example, earlier

3



Office of Research and Experimentation (ORE) studies attempted to handle

"dynamic stability" aspects of CWR tracks by developing a formula for the

reduction of buckling strength due to the passage of a vehicle; however,

the formula was not derived using a rational theory, nor was it tested

against experiments.

Some of the European railroad organizations particularly the French

National Railways (SNCF), seem to believe that the majority of track

buckles are caused by the passage of vehicles. There is little statistical

data to confirm such a claim for u.S. tracks, although, in a recent survey

conducted by the Association of American Railroads (AAR) [6], some concern

has been expressed in regard to the buckles due to the passage of a train.

It appears that a large number (68%) of derailment inducing buckles

occurred under the train consist and a few (6%) in front of the locomotive.

In view of the above, the question arises as to what extent dynamic

effects and vehicle loads are important in the evaluation of buckling

safety. The principal intent of this report is to answer this question

theoretically. It is anticipated that once the critical predictions are

verified experimentally, useful guidelines can be developed for the safety

of track incorporating CWR.

1.1 REVIEW OF LITERATURE

As stated earlier, some of the European railroads have long been

concerned with the "dynamic" problem. A notable series of buckling

experiments on CWR tangent and curved tracks with and without moving

vehicles, were conducted by the Hungarian State Railways [7,8]. The tests

without vehicles were called "static buckling tests", and those with moving

vehicles were termed "dynamic buckling tests."

The test data from the Hungarian reports, indicate that the vehicle

passage on track tends to reduce the buckling safety by about 20-30%. Such

a drop is clearly significant and the underlying reasons for this

phenomenon have never been explained in the literature.

4



Different types of dynamic stability tests were carried out by the SNCF

[9], using the so called "Wagon Derailleur," which is a device used to

exert varying lateral loads for a fixed vertical load on a heated track.

The tests simulated varying L/V (lateral/vertical) load ratios. Critical

L/V ratios were found to be in the range of 0.67 to 1.15. No further

details of the experimental conditions (i.e., track resistances, foundation

moduli, etc.) were available. A theory was developed by Ammans and Sauvage

[10] to explain the effect of L/V ratio on the lateral distortion of CWR

track, but only for small deformations.

Tests simulating lateral and vertical moving loads were performed by

the British Rail (BR) in the mid 1970's. Progressive growth of the initial

lateral imperfection was monitored for each pass of the vehicle and each

increment in the rail temperature. A theoretical analysis of track lateral

shift was proposed by C.O. Frederick [11]. In spite of the theoretical and

experimental studies on the vehicle effects, the mechanisms relating those

effects to a reduction in track buckling strength have not been fully

understood. Some of the possible mechanisms that have been hypothesized

are:

(i) Uplift of the track due to precession/recession bending

wave can cause reduced lateral resistance and hence a

reduced buckling strength.

(ii) Lateral forces generated on the track, due to wheel/rail

interaction (especially in the presence of lateral

imperfections) in combination with many passes of the

vehicle, can increase the imperfection's size and, hence,

reduce the buckling strength.

(iii) Track vibrations due to the passage of the vehicle can

cause loss of lateral ballast resistance due to vibrations

being transmitted to ballast. Track vibrations may also

reduce the effective bending rigidity (EI) of the rails

which can also contribute to Some loss of lateral buckling

strength.

5



(iv) Braking and traction forces can also increase compressive

forces in the rail.

All these mechanisms need to be examined and theoretically

quantified for a realistic assessment and understanding of vehicle

effect on lateral buckling strength. The Transportation Systems Center

(TSC) has recently initiated work in this direction consisting of:

a) Identification and quantification of the principal

influences causing a reduction in the lateral buckling

strength of CWR track due to the passage of vehicles

through quasi-static and/or dynamic theories.

b) Experimental verification of the "dynamic buckling"

theory developed.

c) Incorporation of the vehicle induced effects into a

usable safety and design criteria for the prevention of

buckling.

The purpose of this report is to provide results relevant to task (a)

and present a comparison of static (without vehicle) and dynamic buckling

(with vehicle) strengths of CWR tracks. Both tangent and curved tracks

will be analyzed. Practical implications of numerical results generated

will be discussed. The impli~ation of the present work on track safety

standards will be also be given.

6



2. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In the previous section. the basic aspects relevant to understanding

vehicle induced effects on the CWR lateral stability were briefly

discussed. In this section. attempts will be made to identify basic

problems related to vehicle effects on continuous welded rails subjected to

thermal loads.

Figure 2 shows an outline of the elements involved in the analysis of

lateral stability of CWR. For completeness. the well developed and

experimentally verified static theory is also included. Any theory that

explains the influence of a train on the track stability and related

phenomena is loosely called the "dynamic theory". In the field of

structural mechanics. a dynamic theory of stability implies that there are

time dependent disturbing forces acting on the structure, which could lead

to a parametric resonance and dynamic instability with deflections growing

with time. Such problems have been discussed by Bolotin [12] and their

relevance to CWR track will be examined in future studies.

As stated earlier, the static theory is well developed. and has been

utilized to conduct parametric studies [4]. Missing from the analysis.

however. is the effect of vertical imperfections on the lateral stability

of CWR.

A vertical imperfection can result in a lift-off with temperature

increase. and consequently. in the loss of some lateral resistance. This

could lead to a reduced buckling and safe temperatures in the lateral

plane. This phenomenon was alluded to by some of the researchers in the

past, but a systematic quantification is not available in the literature.

The authors have performed calculations on the subject. and the results

will be presented in a forthcoming publication [14]. The analysis

developed to study the effect of vertical imperfections on lateral buckling

is also useful to study the influence of the precession wave (generated by

the trains) on lateral stability.

7
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Since the dynamic theory formulations will involve additional terms

over those of the static theory, some of the previously derived equations

of the static theory will be briefly reviewed here. This will facilitate a

better understanding of the more involved dynamic theory.

The starting point in the static theory [2] is the large deflection

strain displacement relationship in the buckled zone:

au
e .-x ax

1
+2

2
C

aw
-)
ax

3w aw
(--) (--.£) - allT

a-x ax
(2.1a)

The compressive force in the rails is given by:

P = AE ex (2.1b)

In the foregoing equations, ex is the total longitudinal strain, A is the

cross sectional area of rails, E is Young's modulus, w is the lateral
o

(initial) imperfection in the track, u is the axial displacement, w is the

additional lateral displacement in the buckled zone, a is the coefficient

of thermal expansion and ~T is the temperature increase over the

installation temperature.

Static equilibrium considerations give the following differential

equation for the buckled zone:

EIw"" +Pw" = F(w) - Pw "o (2)

where P is the compressive force in the buckled zone (assumed constant),

EI is the lateral flexural rigidity (assumed to be the sum of two rails),

F(w) is the lateral ballast resistance function, and the primes denote the

derivatives with respect to the axial coordinate. Often the lateral

resistance function is assumed to be of the form (see Reference 2):

F(w) = Fo tanh ~l w. It should be noted that F(w) = Fo (constant) for large ~l

and F(w) = (Fo U
1

) w (linear) for small ~l.

9



FORMULATION FOR VEHICLE EFFECTS

It is convenient to divide the vehicle loads into two classes, namely

o Quasi-Static Loads
o "True" Dynamic Loads

The quasi-static loads are either the steady state loads, or simply

some peak values of the transients frozen in time with the inertial effects

completely neglected. The dynamic loads contain the time component in some

form.

(i) Effect of Quasi-Static Loads on Track Stability

It is assumed that quasi-static load idealization is adequate to

" "explain some of the effects-of uplift wave, which occurs due to the

vertical track deformation under high wheel loads, and possibly due to

vertical imperfections and high compressive forces. The fact that wheel

loads can produce precession and recession waves; i.e., lift-off of the

rail in the front and rear of a wheel which reduces the lateral resistance

has been known in the literature for some time, but never been quantified.

Also, to date, no acceptable formulation is available to study this effect

on CWR track lateral buckling. Therefore, a thorough quantitative

examination of this problem has been undertaken in the present report.

This examination is referred to as the quasi-static buckling theory with

the following assumptions:

o There are constant and known lateral and vertical loads (L
and V respectively) per each wheelset (axle).

o The total horizontal load ("truck-lateral") is the net
resultant (in the lateral direction) of the two axles.
This, in general, may be:

(i) the centrifugal/force generated while negotiating
curves minus the component of wheel load due to
superelevation, or

(ii) the lateral dynamic force generated due to a lateral
imperfection in the track. In this case, the force
is strictly a time dependent function. It is assumed

10
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as a constant value in this theory.

o r'~ inertia of the track (both in the longitudinal and
the lateral directions) can be neglected.

o The time dependency arising from the speed of the train
can be ignored, i.e., the speed of the train is low.

The starting point in this theory is the study of vertical track

deformation for the prediction of track uplift. It is assumed, in the

vertical deflection analysis, that

o the track has no vertical, initial imperfections

o the effect of thermal force on the vertical deflection is
negligible

o the track behaves like a Winkler beam on elastic
foundation [13] with a known foundation modulus, kv

o the inertia forces in the vertical planes are negligible

o there are no vertical oscillating forces in the track.

With these assumptions, the differential equation of equilibrium in the

vertical plane can be written as:

EI ""+k -1 IV VV - (2.3)

where E1I 1
v
kv
6 i
V.
Q1

flexural rigidity in the vertical plane
= vertical deflection

track foundation modulus
= Dirac delta functions at appropriate locations of Vi

= vertical wheel loads
track weight per unit length

After solving equation 2.3 subject to the appropriate boundary

conditions at infinity, one can determine the distributed foundation

(tie/ballast) reaction R (x), given by:
v

R (x) = k v(x)
v v (2.4)

Next it is assumed that the lateral resistance, F, as influenced by

vertical loads is given by the Coulomb friction formula:

11



F =F + LJRo v
(2.5)

where F
o

= lateral resistance without wheel loads and includes the part due
to the self weight of the track

LJ = tie to ballast friction coefficient.

If Rv happens to be negative (upwards) at a point and is more than the

weight of track (per unit length) in magnitude, at that poi~t the lateral

resistance is computed differently as discussed in Appendix A.

The values of U vary with tie and ballast type and condition, and

typically range between 0.4 and 0.8. A remark is made that in equation

2.5, the lateral resistance F is assumed to be independent of the lateral

displacement w, bui is proportional to the vertical displacement v. Since

v varies as a function of axial coordinate x, F will also vary axially.

In accordance with the assumptions stated earlier, the equilibrium

equation in the lateral direction is

(2.6)

where 6 i are Dirac's delta functions at the appropriate locations of

lateral wheel loads Li •

Equation 2.6 is most conveniently solved by the Fourier technique [2]

(also see Appendix B). From the analysis, the response curves are expected

to be of similar form to the pure static case.

The values of the buckling and safe temperature increases will be

compared with those from the pure static theory in which the vertical

deflection v = 0 and the lateral loads Li = O.

(ii) Formation of Lateral Imperfections

Apart from altering the stability response curve discussed earlier,

another important influence which the vehicle loads play on CWR at high

12



temperatures is to cause formation of track distortions or sunkinks. A

theory was proposed in Reference [10] by Ammans and Sauvage, who considered

a single wheel and an arbitrarily fixed wavelength of 26.25 feet (8

meters). The formulation given in the previous section is also applicable

here, except that the lateral deflections are small and of the order of a

few millimeters. Consequently, the "initial" lateral resistance in the

function F(w) = Fo tanh ~lWis to be fully incorporated in the analysis.

Although this is not truly a subject of stability, in view of its practical

importance, it will be the subject of subsequent studies.

(iii) Growth of Imperfections

A lateral imperfection in the track can grow not only because of the

temperature rise, but also due to the wheel passage over the imperfection.

While negotiating the imperfection, a lateral dynamic force may be

generated, or a reduction in lateral resistance due to lift off can occur.

This may push the track to a new equilibrium position, with larger

amplitude and wave length of imperfection~ The following wheel may exert a

lateral force which is dependent on the existing imperfection size and

wave-length. (Generally the lateral force increases with the increase in

amplitude and decreases with the increase in the wavelength.) If the force

developed is less than a critical value (which depends on the ballast

lateral resistance, rail compressive force and the lateral dynamic

parameters of the track), then there will be no further increase in the

imperfection size.

The foregoing phenomenon is quite complicated and the mechanism

involved is only marginally understood. A detailed analysis of the

imperfection growth and its influence on track stability will be undertaken

in a future study. The relevant aspects of the track lateral stability

phenomena are summarized in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 - TRACK LATERAL STABILITY MECHANISM

STAGE EVENT CAUSE

FORM,(fION OF (1) REDUCED LOCAL RES ISTANCE

1 INI TI AL TRACK (2) HIGH LlV'S AND LONGITUDINAL FORCES
MISAL IGNMENTS (3l INITIAL IMPERFECTIONS (WaDS) AND

WEAK SPOTS

III LlV INCREASE DUE TO THE IMPERFECTIONS

2 GROWTH OF (2) INCREASE IN10NGITIJDINAL FORCES
MISALI GNMENTS (3' TRACK UPlI FT DUE TO VERTI CAL LOADS

(4) TRAIN INDUCED VI BRATION

(1) HIGH LONGITUDINAL FORCE
3 BUCKLING 12) REDUCED Tn (STRESS-FREE

TEMPERATURE)
(3) UPliFT WAVE (LONG CARS)
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3. STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS

As stated in Section 2.0, quasi-static loads are either steady static

loads, or simply some peak values of dynamic transients between the vehicle

and the track. In the presence of thermal loads these loads can cause

track instabilities such as lateral distortions and sunkinks. In this

section, lateral instability (buckling) will be examined in detail, while

formation and growth of sunkinks will be a subject of future studies.

Calculations for the lateral stability of CWR track under the influence

of quasi-static loads due to the passage of a single axle, a single truck

and a vehicle with two trucks have been performed. It was assumed that a

Shape I type symmetric buckling mode occurs in each of the cases

considered.

3.1 SINGLE AXLE: INFLUENCE OF L/V

An initial simplifying assumption is made that the influence of

adjacent axles does not spread far enough to interfere with that of the

axle under consideration. This assumption is not strictly valid, as seen

later from the calculation made for a truck (two axles), however, the

problem of the single axle is of basic interest for preliminary

considerations. Of particular interest is the case when the wheels exert a

lateral load while negotiating a curve at some given speed. The vertical

wheel load·V tends to stablize the track (at least, under the wheel)

whereas the lateral load is expected to reduce the lateral buckling

strength. Given the track characteristics and the wheel loads, the problem

of practical interest here is the determination of maximum safe speed from

the thermal buckling point of view. For high speed trains running in

excess of the balance speed for curved tracks, the speed limit on hot

summer days is an important consideration, as seen from numerous tests

conducted by BR, SNCF and other railroad organizations.

An important parameter in the analysis is the L/V ratio. The vertical

load V is due to the weight of the car. The lateral load L can be

expressed in terms of weight, the speed, the superelevation and curvature.
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It must be remarked that the lateral forces can also be generated from

several lateral misalignments, hunting and other dynamic vehicle track

interaction mechanisms. It is assumed that all these mechanisms would

yield a known quasi-static L/V ratio.

Figure 3.1 shows the vertical deflection profile for a set of the

assumed parameters. The deflection is determined using equation 2.3.

Details of the solution are presented in Appendix A. Using equation 2.5,

the lateral resistance is determined as a function of the axial distance.

Equation 2.6 is used to determine the .safe temperature increase as in

[2]. Lateral misalignments have not been included. Figure 3.1 shows the

assumed mode of buckling in the lateral plane.

Numerical Results: Several numerical computations have been performed

for a 50 curve. The effect of curvature in the vertical deflection

analysis has been neglected. The parameters are shown in Figure 3.1. The

safe temperature increase values are plotted in Figures 3.2 and 3.3.

As seen from these figures, for L/V < 0.6, the safe temperature

increase values are greater than those for the track without vehicles.

This is to be expected b~cause the friction coefficient is taken as 0.6.

In general, it can be shown that the critical ratios of L/V which reduce

the track lateral buckling strength are equal to or greater than the tie

ballast friction coefficient, U. Hence,

(L/V)CRIT) U (3.1)

Generally for most tracks U ) 0.6 and L/V < 0.6. Therefore, it can be

concluded that track lateral stability under the influence of a single

wheel may not. be a serious problem (special cases such as very tight

curves, very high speeds and large initial misalignments excepted).
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ASSUMED PARAMETERS
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FIGURE 3.1 - FORCES AND DEFLECTIONS OF TRACK UNDER SINGLE AXLE LOAD
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3.2 SINGLE TRUCK: INFLUENCE OF L/V

Considering typical two-axle truck configurations, the vertical

deflection profile is as shown in Figure 3.4 together with the assumed

symmetric buckling mode in the lateral plane.

The parameter of interest is again L/V, and the safe temperature

incr'=ases have been determined for a range of curvatures. The analysis is

similar to the one used for the single axle.

Numerical Results: Figure 3.3 shows the results for the truck (for

parameters given in Figure 3.4). Again, the critical L/V is equal to or

greater than 0.6, which is the coefficient of friction between the tie and

the ballast.

Figure 3.5 shows safe temperature increases for tracks with different

lateral resistance values, under the influence of the single truck. It is

interesting to note that for lateral resistance less than 1000 kg/m, there

is no safe temperature increase for L/V > 0.6. The track continuously

shifts with temperature increase. This is referred to as progressive

buckling. The implications of the progressive buckling scenario on track

safety will be discussed later.

Figure 3.6 shows the safe temperature increases for a range of
00/curvature values from 0 (tangent track) to 7 curve. It is seen that L V

= 0.6 is critical for tracks with curvatures greater than 4 degrees since

progressive buckling will occur.

3.3 CAR INFLUENCE: EFFECT OF CENTRAL UPLIFT WAVE

In the previous cases of single axle and single truck, consideration

has been given to the lateral wheel loads. If the lateral loads are not

present, as it may be for tangent track or curved track with vehicles

running at balance speed, then the track is essentially stable under the

wheels. In this scenario, buckling modes as assumed in Figure 3.1 and 3.4

are of no practical interest. This is not to imply that lateral loads are
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not important for stability considerations. As discussed earlier, lateral

forces may be critical in the generation of misalignments.

Regardless of the presence of lateral wheel loads, the effect of

vertical vehicle loads can be to produce negative (upwards) ben~ing

deflection at some distance away from the wheels. The upward bending

"wave" can reduce the lateral resistance. Of course, the lateral

resistance elsewhere, particularly under the wheels, will increase. The

net effect can be increased or reduced buckling strength of the track.

The bending wave for a GP38-2 locomotive and hopper car consist is

shown in Figure 3.7. For the sake of appropriate, terminology, the

following zones are defined:

o Precession Wave: This is the region of upward negative

deflection in front of the locomotive. The deflection is

due to bending of track in the vertical plane under the

influence of wheel loads. The deflection is measured with

respect to the equilibrium level of the track under self

weight.

o Central Wave: This is the region of upward negative

deflection in the central region between the two trucks.

The deflection is due to bending in the vertical plane

under the influence of wheel loads and is measured with

respect to the equilibrium level of the track due to

self-weight.

o Recession Wave: This is defined in the same way as the

precession wave, except that it occurs behind the trailing

car in the consist.

It must be remarked that the foregoing upward bending deflections do

not necessarily result in the track lifting off the ballast bed. This is

because of the self weight of the track inducing downward deflection which

can be larger than the upward deflection due to bending. Whether or not

the track actually lifts off the ballast bed, some loss of lateral
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resistance in precession, central and recession "waves" will take place.

Basically, the upward bending wave reduces reaction between ties and

ballast, and hence reduces the lateral resistance. The latter equals the

product of the reaction and the tie-ballast friction plus the resistance

due to ballast shoulder and side friction.

To determine the net reaction between ballast and ties, the "standard

analysis" is used which is a superposition of solutions of the Winkler

foundation model and the self weight. If there is any track lift-off, the

reaction between ballast and tie is taken as zero in the lift-off region.

Consequently, in the lift-off region there are only two components

contributing to the lateral resistance (i.e., shoulder and side friction),

which are taken independent of the amount of lift (see Appendix A).

In the course of this work, a "tensionless" foundation model as

discussed by Kerr has been examined [16]. This is more rigorous than the

standard analysis, since this model does not assume the ballast to be in

tension in the lift-off zone. Calculations have shown, however, that the

two models do not yield significantly different results for the lift-off

zone, though the amplitudes of lift-off in the models could differ. Since

the lateral resistance in the lift-off zone is assumed to be independent of

the amount of lift-off, the standard analysis employed here can be expected

to be of sufficient accuracy.

Another assumption implied in the present analysis is that the rails

are rigidly attached to the ties by the fasteners; therefore, the vertical

deflections of rails and ties will be the same. There are many rail

fasteners which satisfy this rigid connection assumption. In cut-spike

construction for wood ties, the rigid condition is achieved only when

spikes are tight and fully driven. This situation is not uncommon and

buck1ina assessments made on such a basis may be conservative. In general,

there is some finite clearance between spike heads and the rail base, which

will permit some initial vertical movement of rails before they tend to

lift up the ties. It is convenient to consider the following scena~ios

that may exist in typical tracks:
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o Zero Clearance: Rigid connection between rails and ties is implied as
stated earlier. This typically occurs in new track after rail
replacement. The central bending wave in between trucks will reduce
the vertical pressure between tie bottom and the ballast causing
reduced lateral resistance as described in this work.

o "Large" Clearance (greater than 1/4 inch): This can arise if spikes
are loose. The central bending wave due to truck loads will deflect
the rails upwards without carrying ties. Therefore, the lateral
resistance reduces only slightly due to rail lift-off. Using
tensionless foundation models, calculations have been carried out in
References 16 and 21 for the rail lift-off in the case of precession
bending wave. For a single truck with wheel loads of the order of
33 kips the rail lift-off is found to be of the order of 1/4 inch.
Calculations have not been performed for the central bending wave
due to the two trucks, but rail lift-off is expected to be larger
than 1/4 inch. In the presence of rail thermal (compressive)
forces, this value will further increase.

o "Small" Clearance (less than 1/8 inch): The average clearance between
spike heads and rail base in typical tracks is generally considered
to be of the order of 1/8 inch. From the foregoing discussion of·
rail lift-off in the case of large clearance, it is clear that due
to vehicle vertical loads, the rails tend to lift up the ties or
reduce the normal pressure between ties and ballast, if the
clearance is less than 1/4 inch. An improved tensionless foundation
model that accounts for finite clearance (on the order of 1/8 inch)
and central bending wave under truck loads will be presented in a
forthcoming publication [14]. This model will simultaneously
account for the increased lift due to temperature increase and
consequent reduction in the lateral resistance. It is anticipated,
however, that the improved theory will yield dynamic buckling
strength values of the same order as the simplified theory presented
here.

Referring to Figure 3.7, the symmetric mode in between the trucks of a

vehicle is considered critical because of central wave uplift. Buckling

potential exists also in the front or rear of a consist due to

precession/recession waves. This will be examined later.

In this section, the safe and buckling temperature increases under the

influence of the central wave produced by various vehicles are determined.

The effect of lateral imperfections and vertical track stiffness will also

be examined.
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The vehicles considered in these analyses are listed in Table 2 in

ascending order of truck center spacing, D (see Figure 3.7). The Ore Car

has the smallest value whereas the Wood Chip car has the largest value for

the truck center spacing. The axle spacing and the wheel loads for the

vehicles are also shown in the table.

Vertical deflection profiles due to wheel loads (self weight not

included) are presented in Figures 3.8 and 3.13. All vehicles with the

exception of the Ore Car (Figure 3.8) have exhibited central wave (vertical

upward deflection in the central zone) for the assumed wheel loads. The

vertical foundation modulus is assumed to be fixed at 4000 psi for the

track (two rails considered) unless otherwise stated.

The positive downward deflection under the Ore Car, resulting in higher

deflection will tend to increase the lateral buckling strength of the

track.

For all other vehicles considered a central bending wave exists under

the vehicle in between the trucks, therefore, lateral buckling can take

place under the car due to the reduction in the lateral resistance.

The length of central wave varies from 6 feet for the GP38-2 Locomotive

to about 24 feet for the Wood Chip Car (In Figure 3.13, there are actually

two central waves). Track uplift deflections are typically on the order of

0.01 inches.

3.3.1 Safe Temperature Increases

Figure 3.14 shows the values of safe temperature increase for tangent

track with lateral resistances of 55.9 lb/in (1000 kg/m) and 33.5 lb/in

(600 kg/m). The truck center spacing of the vehicles is

taken as the independent variable and is shown as such on the x-axis

(abscissa). The track modulus, k , is taken as 4000 psi (per two rails)
v

and other parameters assumed are shown in Figure 3.14. The safe

temperature increase values decrease with increasing truck center spacing

and approach the values for track without vehicles, which are denoted as
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TABLE 2 - VEHICLE PARAMETERS

VEHICLE TRUCK CENTER AXLE SPACING WHEEL LOAD

SPACING

inches inches pounds

(meters) (meters) (kilograms)

[ D 1 [ s 1 [ V 1

Ore car 182. 60. 24338.

(4.6228) (1.5240) (11040.)

GP38-2 Locomotive 408. 108. 31250.

(10.3632) (2.7432) (14175.)

U28B Locomotive 434. 112. 33750.

(11.0236) (2.8448) (15309.)

Covered Hopper Car 506. 70. 32875.

(12.8524) (1. 7780) (14912.)

Large Tank Car 616.125 99. 39375.

(15.6496) (2.5146) (17860. )

Wood Chip Car 619. 70. 32925.

(15.7226) 0,7780) (14935.)
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theoretical "static" values.

The safe temperature increases for 50 curved track under vehicle loads

are shown in Figures 3.15 for F 33.5 lb/in (600 kg/m) and in Figure 3.16
o

for Fo = 55.9 lb/in (1000 kg/m). Again, for the Tank and the Wood Chip Car

(i.e., cars with large truck center spacing) the safe temperature increase

values approach the "s tatic" values. It can be shown that for L/V = 0.6

and F = 33.5 lb/in (600 kg/m) "progressive buckling" occurs, Le. there is
o

no distinct safe temperature increase value and, therefore, results for L/V

= 0.6 are not shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.16. From the results shown in

these figures it can be concluded that for L/V ratios less than the

friction coefficient, ~, short car influence results in a higher lateral

buckling strength, whereas, long car influences are practically unaffected

by L/V ratio, as one would expect.

3.3.2 Effect of Imperfections: Buckling Temperature Increases

When a symmetric lateral imperfection is present (as in Figure 3.7) in

. the track, buckling can occur between the trucks. The effect of

imperfections under various scenarios is presented in Figures 3.17 to 3.24.

Figures 3.17 to 3.19 show the results for the GP38-2 Locomotive on

tangent and curved tracks with imperfections. These results show that the

dynamic safe temperature increases are higher than the static values; the

dynamic buckling temperatures, ~TB' are also generally higher than the

static ~TB depending on imperfection size and track curvature. Thus a

GP38-2 locomotive has, in general, a stabilizing effect on the track as far

as buckling between the trucks is concerned.

The results for the Covered Hopper Car are shown in Figures 3.20 to

3.22. It is clear from these figures that the buckling temperature

increases are generally reduced due to the presence of a vehicle but the

safe temperature increases are not appreciably influenced. This is in

contrast with the conclusion reached for the GP38-2 locomotive for which

the safe temperature increases are significantly higher and the buckling

temperature increases can also be higher than the static values.
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It should be noted that .the track under the Covered Hopper Car is more

vulnerable to progressive buckles compared to the static situation. This

is particularly seen for curved track (curvature of 50 or more. Fig. 3.21

and 3.22) for which no safe temperature exists if imperfections are of the

order of 1 inch and larger. Clearly with smaller lateral resistances (that

is. F less than 55.9 lb/in or 1000 kg/m). the dynamic buckling response
o

for tight curves (curvatures greater than 5 degrees) is very sensitive to

initial misalignments and may lead to progressive growth with increase in

temperature.

Results are shown for the Wood Chip Car in Figure 3.23. The dynamic

buckling temperature increases are lower than the static values. The

- dynamic safe temperature increases are slightly higher than the static safe

values.

For the 50 curved track with assumed imperfections, Figure 3.24 shows

the dynamic and the static results for different cars. If the truck center

spacing is small. both the safe and the buckling temperature increases will

be increased due to the presence of the vehicle; if it is very large. the

dynamic values tend to be equal to the static values. For some

intermediate truck spacing. the dynamic buckling temperature increases can

be significantly lower than the static values and progressive buckling can

occur.

Figure 3.25 shows the test data obtained originally by the Hungarian

railroad organization as reported by Kish in [15]. Both the static and the

dynamic (moving car) test results for buckling temperature increases are

shown. No safe temperature increases are shown, as these were not

evaluated in the tests. The Hungarian test data are shown in Figure 3.25

as a percent difference between the static and the dynamic buckling

temperature increases. The corresponding theoretical results for typical

U.S. parameters are also shown. The theory predicts about 20% reduction in

the buckling strength on the average for the Hopper Car whereas the test

data are around 15%. Considering the fact that the experimental parameters

are not really compatible with U.S. track and car parameters, this
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agreement is reasonable.

3.3.3 Effect of Tie-Ballast Friction Coefficient

The tie-ballast friction coefficient is an important parameter

contributing to track lateral resistance. Generally, the friction

coefficient varies from 0.4 to 0.8, depending on the size and the type of

ballast, amount of consolidation and roughness of tie bottom.

In Figure 3.26, the safe temperature increases are shown for varying

values of the friction coefficient, for the GP38-2 locomotive and the

Hopper Car. As one would expect, increasing the friction coefficient has a

beneficial effect in both cases. In Figure 3.27, buckling temperature

increases for both cars are shown. The buckling temperature for the GP38-2

Locomotive increases with the friction coefficient, but for the Hopper Car,

it has no significant effect.

The insensitivity of the buckling temperature increase to the· friction

coefficient, in the case of the Hopper Car is due to the negligible change

in the lateral resistance when the friction coefficient is varied. The

upward reaction (due to the wheel loads) in the central wave is more or

less equal to the track self weight, hence the contribution to the lateral

resistance arising from tie-ballast friction is negligible.

3.3.4 Effect of Vertical Track Stiffness

It is clear that the track vertical foundation modulus, k will have
v'

significant influence on the vertical deflection profile of the track and,

hence, .on the lateral resistance distribution. Eisenmann [17] has'

considered the track modulus as one of the most important parameters in his

assessment of track buckling under the influence of vehicles.

The dynamic safe temperature increases for the GP38-2 locomotive and

the Hopper Car are shown in Figure 3.28 for the range of 2,000 to 10,000

psi variation in track stiffness. The variation in the safe temperature

increase is not significant. The dynamic safe temperature increases are
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FIGURE 3.27 - EFFECT OF COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ON BUCKLING TEMPERATURE
INCREASE (GP38-2 LOCOMOTIVE VERSUS.COVERED HOPPER CAR)
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higher than the static values.

The dynamic buckling temperature increases for the GP38-2 Locomotive

and the Hopper Car are shown in Figure 3.29. The locomotive exhibits a

drop in its buckling temperature increase with increases in the track

stiffness. The dynamic buckling temperature increases are generally lower

than the static values.

For the Hopper Car, the buckling temperature values increase with

increases in the track stiffness k. However, these temperatures are, v

still lower than the corresponding static buckling temperature values.

This increased stability with increasing stiffness has also been alluded to

by Eisenmann in [17].

3.3.5 Effect of Car Loading

Figure 3.30 shows the dependence of safe and buckling temperature

increases for a Hopper Car versus its loading condition. It is interesting

to note that the buckling temperature increase values decrease sharply up

to about 1/4 full and thereafter remain constant. There is about 10%

increase in the safe temperature increase from the empty to the fully

loaded condition.

3.4 INFLUENCE OF PRECESSION WAVE

As stated in Section 3.3 upward bending deflections can occur in front

of a locomotive (precession wave). Potential for buckling can be severe if

the reduction in the lateral resistance caused by the precession wave is

large enough. A detailed study of this influence has not been given urgent

priority since the accident rate in front of the train consist seems to be

much smaller than that of under the train [61. (This seems to be the case

for the European railroads also.) Hence, a rigorous analysis has not been

performed on the precession wave as was done on the central wave. However,

for completeness a brief discussion on the influence of the precession wave

is included here.
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Calculations have been carried out to examine the reduction in the

lateral resistance in the precession wave zones of a GP38-2 locomotives and

a Hopper Car. Figure 3.31 shows the lateral resistance distribution for

the GP38-2 Locomotive. It can be seen that the loss of resistance in the

precession wave zone is slightly more than it is in its central wave zone.

Hence, the probability of buckling of the track in front of the locomotive

is at least as much as under the locomotive. For a trailing hopper car in

a consist (no caboose), the buckling potential due to the recession wave is

much smaller than that due to the central wave beneath the hopper car, as

seen from Figure 3.32. In any event, from these results one can infer that

the critical uplift mechanism is the influence of the hopper car's central

wave uplift. More tests are currently in progress to further quantify the

effect of uplift on the dynamic buckling behavior of CWR track.

Mention must also be made here about certain experimental observations

on track buckling in front of locomotives. In 1979, static pilot buckling

tests were conducted by TSC at Chattanooga. Locomotives were stationed at

the ends of the test track to provide adequate end restraints. No

artificial imperfections were set in this experiment. The track buckled in

front of one of the locomotives, hinting at a possible uplift influence.

In 1980, Samavedam conducted some baseline dynamic buckling tests for

British Rail in which a locomotive was run on the heated track at a slow

speed which had an initial symmetric man-made imperfection. The

imperfection grew with each pass of the locomotive. Eventually, the track

buckled in front of the locomotive.

The foregoing experimental evidence seems to support the theoretical

expectation that buckling due to the precession wave in front of the

locomotive is a possibility.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

(1) Three fundamental processes arising from vehicle loads affecting the

thermal stability of continous welded rail tracks have been identified

as summarized in Table 1. namely. the formation of lateral

imperfections. the growth of lateral imperfections and the buckling of

track in front of or under the train consist.

(2) Buckling directly underneath the wheels is unlikely unless the truck

L/V (lateral/vertical load) ratios become larger than the coefficient

of friction between the tie and the ballast which in general varies

from 0.4 to 0.9. Truck L/V ratios of the order of 0.4 although not

occurring too frequently can become dangerous on a poor ballast. The

-vertical wheel loads tend to stablize the track in the vicinity of

wheels, whereas the lateral load tends to deform the track laterally

and thus enhance the buckling potential. The critical truck L/V ratio

is equal to the coefficient of friction between the ballast and tie.

(3) The vertical wheel loads can produce negative (upwards) bending

deflections at some, distance away from the wheels. Three different

zones of influence have been identified for isolated two truck cars: a

recession wave behind the trailing truck, a precession wave in front

of the leading truck and a central wave in between the two trucks.

The bending deflections when superimposed on the uniform deflection

due to self weight will indicate whether or not a track lifts off the

ballast bed in these three zones. Generally, the lift-off is less

than 0.01 inches for typical tracks, and is dependent upon track

stiffness, vertical load, truck center spacing and track weight.

(4) The maximum reduction in lateral resistance will occur in the lift-off

zone. This reduction can be of the order of 40% when complete 10ss of

the base friction occurs.
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(5) Truck center spacing has an influence on the safe temperature increase

values. For short cars and GP38-2 type locomotives the safe

temperature increases are significantly higher than the static values.

For "long" cars the dynamic safe temperature J.ncreases are of the same

order as the static values, if the track is assumed to be free of

imperfections.

(6) The dynamic buckling temperature decreases with increasing truck

center spacing. For the GP38-2 type locomotives the buckling

temperatures are generally higher than the static values. For "long"

cars (hopper cars, tank and wood chip cars), the dynamic buckling

temperatures are lower than the static values by more than 20-30%.

(7) For the GP38-2 type locomotives buckling potential in front of

(precession wave) and underneath the locomotive (central wave) appear

to be equal. However, for a consist of long cars, the central wave

regions under each car are more susceptible to buckling than the

single precession wave in front of the locomotive. This is due to the

longer central wave length and the recurring lifting wave induced by

each wheel passage. Hence, buckling under the train is more likely

than in front of the locomotive.

(8) The track vertical stiffness has an influence on track buckling in the

lateral plane in the presence of vehicle loads since the track modulus

influences the extent of the uplift regime. In general, tracks under

locomotives tend to exhibit an increase in buckling strength with a

reduction in track stiffness, while tracks beneath long cars exhibit a

decrease in buckling strength with a reduction in track stiffness as

shown in Figure 3.29. This is a consequence of variation in the

respective lengths of uplift waves as influenced by vertical track

stiffness.

(9) This study has revealed that the dynamic buckling temperature is more

important than the static buckling temperature for CWR safety point of

view. Furthermore, the track (particularly curved track) is much more

imperfection sensitive dynamically than statically (without vehicle).
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In fact, in the presence of imperfections, the track may not exhibit a

"dynamic safe temperature", although it may show a static safe

temperature. These findings may impact the CWR safety specifications.

(10) In,view of the above, in addition to requiring a minimum allowable

safe temperature increase, a proper safety criterion for buckling

prevention must also require the existence of a dynamic buckling

temperature increase within some stipulated margin of safety. This

latter requirement would ensure against progressive buckling.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS

(1) It is important to understand quantitatively the components

contributing to the lateral resistance of the track. It is known that

there are three basic components which comprise the track lateral

resistance as discussed in Appendix A, namely:

F = F + F + Fbe s

where Fe = shoulder or end resistance, Fs = side friction, and Fb =
base friction between tie bottom and the ballast. The respective

values of each of these components for U.S. track are not known. For

European track (wood ties), these values can typically be: F = F =e s
10.0 lb/in, and Fb = 13.5 lb/in for a freshly tamped track. For a

consolidated track, there is limited information available. This

information is needed for better estimates of loss of resistance under

precession and central waves.

(2) The formation and the growth of imperfections need to be examined as

they are closely related to track buckling under the influence

vehicles.

(3) The theoretical aspects and analysis predictions require field test

verification. Specifically, the "long" versus "short" car influence

(uplift) and truck L/V influence need rigorous test validation.

Detailed test requirements definitions for the conduct of such dynamic

buckling tests is available in [18].

(4) In the presence of imperfections. vehicles such as the Hopper Car have

significantly reduced buckling temperatures. For curves with low

lateral resistance, the buckling can be progressive. and there is no

dynamic safe temperature. Application of safe temperature increase

criterion may become problematic in such situations. A suitable

safety criterion along the lines of conclusion (10) needs to be

developed and validated.
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APPENDIX A

DETERMINATION OF TRACK LATERAL RESISTANCE UNDER VEHICLE LOADS

There are ewo basic problems in the determination of track lateral resist

ance under vehicle loads:

o Determination of vertical reaction on ties (pressure distribution

beeween ties and ballast)

o Evaluation of lateral resistance contribution of the tie base friction

from the knowledge of vertical reaction distribution.

These two problems will be discussed in detail here.

A.l DETERMINATION OF VERTICAL REACTION

The most commonly used "standard" analysis assumes the ballast to behave

as a Winkler foundation, i.e., the ballast reaction on ties is directly propor

tional to the vertical deflection. The vertical deflection is the sum total

due to the wheel loads and the self wei~ht of the track (ties, fasteners plus

rail). The vertical cownward deflection v , due to self weight (lb/in) iso
given by

v = q/k vo
2where kv= foundation modulus (lb/in )

(A-l)

The track foundation modulus can vary depending on the ballast type,

depth, consolidation level etc. Practical values are in the range of 2000

to 6000 psi.

Bending deflections due to wheel loads can be determined using the Hetenyi

beam analysis [13]. For example in the case of a sin~le wheel load P, at the

origin, x = 0, the vertical deflection profile is given by

v =1
(A-2 )

-Axwhere F
l

(Ax) = e (cos AX + sin AX)

kv 1/4
A = (4EI )

y

A-l

(A-3)

(A-4)



For multiple wheel loads, superposition is used in the standard linear analysis.

The net deflection is obtained by addin~ the self weight deflection v to. 0

the wheel load deflection v
l

. This may lead to negative deflections (upwards)

over some length of rails, representing "uplift of track", which implies tensile

reaction between ties and ballast. Since tensile stresses cannot be borne by

the ballast, improved models have been developed in the literature.

For example, Kerr and Bassler [16] perfol'1lled an analysis of "tensionless"

foundation model, which assumes zero foundation modulus, (hence zero reaction)

in the uplift regions. Using this model comparison studies for a single and

two axle truck loads against the standard analysis indicate that the lengths

of uplift zones are not significantly different, although the lift off ampli

tudes are. Therefore setting vertical reaction in the uplift region as

computed in the standard analysis equal to zero seems to be adequate for an

approximate estimation of lateral resistance distribution under the vehicle

loads.

A.2 EVALUATION OF LATERAL RESISTANCE

It is known that the lateral resistance of a tie consists of three compon-

ents:

o Base friction Fb , at the interface between the tie bottom and ballast

o Side friction, F , between the tie sides and the ballast
. s

o and shoulder resistance, F , at the ends of tie due to ballast shoulder
e

Thus the total resistance F is given by
o

F = F
b

+ F + F
o s e (A-S)

In the case of static buckling theory, the decomposition of the resistance

in the three components is not needed; however, for the dynamic buckling theory,

the proportions are very important. This is because the base friction varies

with the vertical reaction due to vehicle loads. If we assume that the friction

force is proportional to the reaction, in the Coulomb sense, we find that

where U = friction coeffi~ient, and Q is the total self weight of the track

(rails, ties, tie plates, etc.)
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In the presence of vehicles, the dynamic lateral resistance outside the uplift

zone is given by

F (dynamic) = u (Q + R ) + F + F
o v s e

(A-7)

vertical reaction taken positive upwards on ties and is equal to kvwhere R =v
where v is deflection due to wheel loads. In the uplift zone, we take Q + Rv = 0,

hence

(A-8)

It is clear that the dynamic resistance cannot be determined without any

knowledge of proportions of the three components in the static situations.

Some data is available in the European literature [19,20], however. According

to some of the experimental data collected by the Research and Development

Division of British Rail the proportions of the three components are in the

following range

Wood- Tie Concrete Tie

F
b

, Base friction = 29-47% 30-58%

Fs' Side friction = 27-65% 30-54%

Fe' Shoulder resistance = 5-25% 4-28%

In the work presented here, the following values have been assumed for typical

tamped wood tie track with average tie center spacing of 20 inches:

CASE
NO.

TRACK
WEIGHT

lb/in(kg/m)

FRICTION
COEFFICIENT

Fb' BASE
FRICTION

lb/in(kg/m)

Fs • SIDE
FRICTION

Ib /in (kg/m)

Fe. SHOULDER
RESISTANCE

lb/in(kg/m)
Fo TOTAL
lb/in(kg/m)

1 24.0 0.6 14.0 11. 2

(429 ) (250) (200)

2 24.0 0.6 14.0 27.9

(429) (250) (500)

8.4

(150)

14.0

(250)

33.5

(600 )

55.9

(1000)

In case 1, the proportions of the three components are 42:33:25, while in case

2 the proportions are 25:50:25. It must be noted that no data is available

for U.S. track to confirm the foregoing assumed proportions.
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APPENDIX B

THEORETICAL EQUATIONS FOR INCLUDING EXTERNAL LOAD EFFECTS

IN THE LATERAL STABILITY ANALYSES

A versatile method of analyzing the lateral stability of continuous welded

rail track has been developed bySamavedam [2]. This method is capable of

analyzing tracks with varying radii of curvature. lateral misalignments. and

nonlinearities in resistance characterizations (lateral. longitudinal. and

torsional resistances). In this appendix. the static theory developed by

Samavedam is modified to include effects of applied vertical and/or lateral

loads. The modifications described in this appendix begin with the case of a

single axle load on the track and methods are discussed to extend the modifica

tions to cases for a single truck load and a two truck (vehicle) load. Only

one bucklin~ mode shape. mode It will be discussed here.

The assumptions made in the buckling analyses include:

_ lateral and longitudinal resistances are constant at all displacement

levels

- torsional resistance is neglected

_ longitudinal resistance in the buckled zone is neglected

_ lateral misalignments are assumed to be sinusoidal

From the "static" theory the differential equation describing tangent

track is:

EIw"" + Pw" = -F -Pw"o 0

where EI = flexural rigidilty in the lateral plane

P = rail compressive force in the buckled zone

F = constant value of lateral resistance
o

w = misalignment in track
o

Fourier analysis has been used as a solution technique by defining:
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CD

W(x) r A
l:rrrX

= cos ("21) (B-2. 1)
1,3,5 ... m

CD

F (x) r m1Tx
= a cos ("21) (B-2.2)0

1,3,5 ... m

CD

w" (x) L
m1TX

= b cos (2'1"") (B-2.3)0
1,3,5 ... m

and boundary conditions as:

w = WI = w" = a at X = +L

where L is the buckled wavelength.

W' = w" = a at x = a (B-3. 1)

(B-3.2)

In general, the Fourier coefficients are found from

2
a =m L

[L F (x)
o 0

cos (B-4.l)

2 [L w "(x)
m1Tx

b = - cos (- -) dx..m L 0 2L

-(a + ph m)
A

m=m
(mTT/2L) 4 m1T 2

[EI - p (2L) 1

(B-4.2)

(B-4. 3)

The integration of these Fourier coefficients has been carried out for the

static case and can be found in References 2 and 3. The complete solution is

obtained (noting that L is an unknown) by stipulating that

00

WI (L) L m1T (mIT= A (--) sin -) = a
1,3,5 ... m 2L 2

The temperature*for strai~ht track theory is calculated from

T = {p + f L [-1 + -VI + 2AEZ 1 } /AEa.
0

f L2

where 0

CD 2 00

Z L [1/2 L A 2 (mIT) L A b ]= 2
1,3,5 ... m 2L 1,3, S.•. m m

(B-S)

(B-6.1)

(B-6.2)

*It is assumed that the longitudinal resistance in the breathing zone has not
been significantly altered due to the weight of the vehicle. This assumption
is not strictly valid. A correction for this can be made as shown later.
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(8-7)r w+ --
R2

E1 •.••
R4 w

Curved Track Equations

The equation for the "static" curved track theory are quite similar in

form to the tangent track equations:

p w
= _ F +! _ 0

o R T

The Fourier analysis proceeds by definin~

w(e) = E
1,3,5 ...

A cos (miTS)
m 2¢

(B-8. 1)

(F _!) = (F _!)
oRo R ~ a cos

m1,3,5 •••
(B-8. 2)

E
1,3,5 ...

b cos
m

(8-8.3)

where the Fourier coefficients are found from

2 r¢ tmiT 8 ) dea = - cos
m tP 0 ZtP

b 2 rtP w .miT '3) de= - cos t~m tP o 0

(PIR2)bm] I [E1/R4~;)
4

P ~iT 2A = -[(F -P/R) a + i 2 2tP) ]m 0 m

(B-9.1)

(B-9. Z)

(B-9.3)

Again, the complete solution is obtained by stipulating that

CXl

= E Am m sin (~iT) = 0
1,3,5 ...

(B-I0)

The temperature equation for the curved track case is the same as for

tangent track, equation B-6.1, with a variation in the value of Z as follows:

Z = (B-11)

The foregoing equations have been used in the "static" buckling analysis

and require a few changes in order to apply them to the case for external load
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in~. In the theory presented here, the only difference between the "static"

and "dynamic" theory is in the assumption for track lateral resistance as des

cribed in Appendix A. Therefore, the "dynamic" theory requires the solution of

the Fourier Series coefficients involving the lateral resistance function;

namely, equations 8-4.1 for tangent track and B-9.l for curved track.

The Fourier Series coefficients have been expressed as integrals which can

be evaluated exactly using standard tables (e.g., Standard Mathematical Tables,

15th edition, edited by S.M. Selby, The Chemical Rubber Co., 1967). In general,

the solution of these Fourier Series coefficients requires evaluation of the

following:

am = ~ [~F(X) cos (~x)dx

where F(x) = track lateral resistance function.

4s an example, the single axle load case would proceed as follows:.
2 L mTTx..

am = L [0 F(x) cos (zr-) dx

~ F [L (mTTx) dx
= L 0 0 cos zr-

(B-12 )

(B-13)

2+
L

[ L F (' ) (2
m
L
7Tx

) dxo 1 /IX cos

= 4F
o sin

mTT
~~7T) + l.l~A [~ F1 (Ax) cos (~~x) dx

Note that the aml term is equal to am for the case where no vertical loading is

present. Expansion of the am2 term continues as:

= 1.lPA [ [L e -AX AX cos (~) dxa cosm2 L 0 2L

+ [L -AX sin AX cos ' m7TX dx]e ~2L)
0

(B-14)

As discussed earlier, the arn2 term can be solved using the CRe Standard Math

ematical tables which evaluate these integrals exactly as given in equations

B-15 and 8-16.
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le
ax

cos bx cos cx dx = eax[(b_c) sin (b-c)x + a cos (b-c) x]

2[a2 + (b-c) 2]

+ eax[(b+c) sin (b+c) x + a cos (b+c) x]

2[a2 + (b+c)2] (B-15 )

le
ax

sin bx cos cx dx = ...;;,e_ax--!o,.;[a::......:;s:..:i:.:;n~(b.=.......-~c "-)...:x~-........:(...;:;b_-...;;,c.!...) _c=.:o::.;:s::-......:(:.::b_--=c~) .:.:.x.L,]

2 [a2 + (b -c) 2 ]

+ eax[a sin (b+c) x - (b+c) cos (b+c) x

2[a2 + (b+c)2]
(B-16)

When multiple vertical loads are applied and when there is no lift of the

solution of the Fourier series coefficients involving the lateral resistance

function is quite similar. Recall from Appendix A that the principle of super

position is used in the cases where multiple vertical loads are present. There

fore, the expression equivalent to equation 6-13 for multiple loads becomes

longer. In these cases, the eRe tables can be used (i.e., equations B-15 and

B-16) along with an additional integral which results from the longer expres-

(B-17)

B-13: ax
d

_ e [(b-c) sin(b-c)x + a cos (b-c)x]
cx x - 2 2

2 [a + (b-c) ]
eax[b+c) sin (b+c)x + a cos (b+c)x]

2[a2 + (b+c)2]
The preceeding discussion has focussed on the case where no lift off of

sian in equation

leax sin bx sin

the track has occurred. As discussed in Appendix A, however, the track can

experience lift off and the calculation of the Fourier Series coefficient in

this case proceeds as follows:

2 9., * mTIx
a = 2 F* cos {2[""") dxm2 L 19., *

1
4F* mTIx 9., *

= mTT sin V"Z'L) 2
~ *1

4F* [sin m1T~2* - sin mTT9. 1*= mTI (2L ) (2L ) ]

(6-18.1)

(6-18.2)

(6-18.3)

where F* = F + F = lateral resistance in the uplift zone (see Appendix A).
s e

9.l*'~2* = dimensions of uplift zone.
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The limits of integration in the above expressions are lengths of the up

lift zone which are highly dependent upon the magnitude of the applied vertical

loading, the spacing of these loads if multiple loads are applied, and the track

foundation modulus. As discussed in the text, the vertical load case presents

scenarios where uplift regions can be created by vertical loading between the

two trucks. Depending on the tru~k center spacin~ there may be no uplift, one

uplift zone or two uplift regions between the two trucks. When there is lift

off these uplift regions must be defined and the am2 term must be integrated

over the defined regions using the appropriate (i.e., uplift versus no uplift)

expression for the Fourier Series coefficient.

When lateral loads are considered, the solution of the Fourier Series is

again affected. In these cases the Fourier Series coefficient becomes

a = a I + a 2 + a 3m m m m

where amI = "static" contribution

am2 = vertical loading contribution

am3 = lateral loadin~ contribution

(B-19)

Careful consideration must be taken when the multiple lateral loads are applied

since the assumed buckling length mayor may not be within the range where the

lateral loads are applied (see Figures B.l and B.2). The a
m3

term for the lat

eral load cases considered in this document is now summarized and given as

follows (note the FH is the value of the applied "lateral load and L is the

buckled length):

Single Axle Case

Truck Load Case

am3 = { 2°?
for L<S

for L>S
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x-a

s

FIGURE 8.1 - LATERAL LOADS IN TRUCK LOAD CASE

FH f~H
F
H ~

5/ 5/
,

I ~
x-a

I

S2 -+- S2- ....._.. ~

FIGURE 8.2 - LATERAL LOADS IN VEHICLE LOAD CASE
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Vehicle Load Case

0 for ~5l

a = _2FH mrr5 l ) for 51<L,2,52
(B-20.3)m3 L

cos <-
2L

_2Fa [cos <miT.Sl + cos mrrS2)] for L>5 2
L n;-) (2L

It should be noted that in all cases considered symmetry has been assumed.

Therefore, the center of the buckled wave shape occurs midway between the ap

plied loads for a multiple load case or directly at the point of load applica

tion for a single load case.

Correction for Change in Longitudinal Resistance

In the foregoing analysis, the change in the track longitudinal resistance

due to vertical wheel loads has not been considered. Clearly the longitudinal

resistance is decreased in the lift off region and significantly increases

directly under the load. To be rigorous we shall employ the same Heteny1

analysis as used in the lateral resistance evaluation for the determination of

the longitudinal resistance. We recall that the longitudinal resistance In the

buckling zone is neglected in the analysis and also that its influence on the

buckling temperature is minimal [4]. In view of these considerations, an

approximate correction for the effect of changed longitudinal resistance due

to wheel loads is proposed. It is assumed that ,the increase in resistance

equals ~Vt concentrated at the truck center (where ~ = friction coefficient,

Vt = total vertical truck load.) The rail forci before and after buckling

is shown in Figure B-3.

Let u = longitudinal displacement in the buckling zone

f Z
OX

ZEA + Cl X + Cz in the 'breathing zone 1

.. Z
U
z

= _~o~ + C3X + C4 in the breathing zone Z
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The continuity and the boundary conditions are:

At x = 0/2 U
1

= U2 (B.21)
I

AE(U - U' )= UVt
(B.22)

1 2

At x = L u = U (B.23)
1

u ' = U' (B.24)
1

At X = £, U2 = 0 (B.25)co

U' = 0 (B.26)2

From the previous work [2 ], we know that

At x L PL Z + a.TL= u = - EA -

u' P aT= - -+EA

(6.27)

(6.28)

Using these equations, we find that

and

(B. 29)

.P
T = AEa.

2AEZ uV to }

f L2 - f LZ
o 0

+ (B.30)

(Equ.6-6.1).

Note that the correction for "dynamic" longitudinal resistance in (6-30) is

through the terms containing Vt ,and taking uVt = 0 yields the static case
1
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